
IDENTIFY

Identify vehicles supported by iVe, determine 
which systems are installed, know what data 
can be retrieved, and how to acquire the data 
all prior to taking action.

• Support Vehicle Lookup Tool
•	 System	Identification	Guides
• System Removal Instructions
• Acquisition Method Descriptions
• Database of Available User Data

ACQUIRE

iVe hardware is used for accessing and 
connecting to vehicle systems. The iVe 
software	has	a	simplified	acquisition	interface	
that walks users step-by-step through the 
process of acquiring data from systems.

• Trim Removal Pry Tools
• System Removal Tools
• Device Interface Boards
• System Interface Cables
• Portable Power Supplies

ANALYZE

The iVe software has a powerful and rich 
set of features built from the ground up for 
viewing and analyzing vehicle data. Easily 
navigate through years of data with the 
activity timeline and display geo-encoded 
data using the maps. Quickly determine how 
the data acquired relates to an investigation 
and verify key pieces of information to be 
used as evidence.

• Raw Data Analysis Tools
• Deleted Data Recovery
• Advanced Data Parsing 
• Custom Report Builder
• Multifaceted Data Filtering
• Complex Search Capability
• Common Data Export Formats

Discover Vehicle Data

FULL PROCESS SUPPORTToolkit
The iVe Toolkit enables investigators to identify, 
acquire, and analyze data from vehicle systems. It 
can help identify patterns of life, people of interest, 
links between individuals, sequence of events, 
timelines of activity, and locations of interest. The 
iVe Toolkit supports investigators throughout the 
entire process. 
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iVe HARDWARE  

Contains all of the tools necessary for accessing systems and/or removing them from vehicles. It includes specialized 
cables, device interface boards, and power sources needed to connect to vehicle systems to conduct an acquisition. 

WHAT’S INCLUDED
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LICENSE HARDWARE KEY 

UNIVERSAL CABLES

POWER SUPPLY

WRITE BLOCKER

PHYSICAL ACQUISITION TOOL

SYSTEM REMOVAL TOOLS

LOGICAL ACQUISITION TOOL

VEHICLE INTERFACE KITS
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iVe SOFTWARE 

A native Windows based application is used by investigators, in conjunction with the hardware, to facilitate acquisitions 
and to analyze the vehicle data acquired. The iVe software has a full suite of analysis features packed into an intuitive user 
interface that can be used by senior forensics examiners and non technical investigators alike. 

The iVe Toolkit is the focal point of the iVe Ecosystem. It consists of both software and hardware and 
contains everything an investigator needs to conduct a full examination. 


